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Among several parameters such as frequency, wave amplitude or position and size of actuators, the phase shift of actuator supply are particularly studied. The theoretical analysis of the flow rate is performed with a simplified computational model.
To validate this approach, results are compared to 3D CFD numerical simulations. In some specific operating conditions, it is demonstrated that the simplified approach allows to identifying the appropriate driving conditions. Index Terms-peristaltic pumping; heat transfer enhancement; active cooling; embedded electronic systems; forced pseudo travelling wave
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to increasing power density, thermal management of embedded electronics systems is nowadays a maj or challenge. Since 2005, a lot of efforts are conducted to improve the efficiency and avoid thermal losses of CP U with micro architecture and software solutions [1] . An efficient thermal control of the microprocessor temperature also reduces the failure rate [7] and the global power consumption [2] . In many applications, the cooling solution must be compliant with the requirements of embedded systems such as reliability, MTBF, low consumption, compactness and lightness.
In this context an innovative solution called OnduloTrans [8] technology is proposed to cool electronic chips such as a processor (Fig. I) . It consists in a single-phase liquid heat exchanger directly put on the heat source surface. Its function is double: on the one hand it pumps the fluid and on the other hand it enhances the heat transfers between the chip and the coolant by dynamic change of the channel thickness. OnduloTrans principle consists in a flat pumping chanlber with dynamic movement of one wall to produce a pseudo travelling wave and therefore a peristaltic pumping. According to the preliminary theoretical results [5] , high relative anlpli tude displacement of such a wave, compared to the chanlber thickness, leads to both high heat transfer coefficient and flow rate (Fig. 2) . The requirement of a solution size compatible with the processor dimensions implies the use of distributed actuators to produce a forced pseudo-travelling wave. With a set of several actuators, many parameters allow to modifying the travelling wave behaviour and consequently the performances of the device. This paper will focus on the impact of phase shift control between every actuator on the flow rate. An analytical model is presented and compared to 3D CFD numerical simulations, an optimal configuration is determined.
II. THE STUDIED PERISTALTIC PUMPING
A. Origin of this specific wave shape
The thermal power evacuation in the liquid depends on, the fluid properties, the temperature difference between inlet and outlet, and the flow rate (eq.1). With the OnduloTrans solution used for CPU cooling, transfer coefficient above 10000W/ K.m. 2 could be achieved. With such high transfer coefficient the overall temperature difference between the top of the chip and the liquid is very small. Thus, in eq.l the .6.T can be approximated to the temperature gradient of the chip. A maximal convenient temperature gradient of 10K is recommended on the die surface. As a consequence, the thermal power dissipated by the device will be mainly limited by the flow rate.
(1)
With p the volumetric mass density and cp the specific heat capacity.
The actuation of the wall must be very efficient for sat isfying the high flow rate requirement. To dissipate a heat power Pt above 50W, a minimum flow rate Q of 3.3f-lm 3 /s is required [3] . It leads to have a wave amplitude of several hundred micrometers. Considering this displacement ampli tude and the size specifications compatible with the processor dimensions, it implies the use of distributed actuators to produce a flow [3] . Finally, the compactness requirement is essential for embedded system and the consequence is a limited number of actuators. The consequence is that an ideal sinus travelling wave cannot be achieved.
B. Hypothesis
With such conditions, the deformation of the wave shape is quasi-static, no resonance or wave propagation are exploited. Moreover, the very low discretization of the wave leads to a pseudo travelling wave working like valves. This type will be qualified as forced pseudo-travelling wave.
In this article it is supposed that the distributed actuators have a rectangular footprint on the elastic wall. All positions and sizes of all these footprints could be choose individually. In the present studied actuators are supposed perfect, which means that footprints keep their planarity and displacements are perfectly controlled. No fluid-structure interaction are taken into account, the wall is rigid enough to avoid inflation.
C. Geometry of the simulated set-up
In the studied case, all footprints are identical, equally spaced along the flow direction (x direction) and symmetrically placed in the transverse flow direction (y direction) (Fig. 3) . For the simulated setup 3 actuators are chosen for convenience of presentation of results by limiting the number of phase shifts at two. The size of footprints represent 20% of the Lx length of the pumping chamber and 80% of the Ly length. The relative displacement amplitude is fixed at 95%. 
D. Deformation parameters
To control the shape of the wave, time dependant functions define the z-displacement of the three footprints.A same dis placement signal is chosen for all three actuators which could be for any waveforms such as sinus, triangle or square. This study will focus on a square waveform because of its high resulting flow rate. Finally the time phase shift signal will be controlled between all three actuators. As recommended in [3] the frequency is fixed at 15Hz.
III. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD FOR FLOW RATE EVALUATION

A. Principle
A theoretical formula to evaluate the flow rate is described in [4] for a peristaltic pumping with a square wave-like defor mation. This evaluation has been experimentally validated in [6] . The advantage of this method is to take fluid phenomenon To evaluate the flow rate without the use of elements meth ods and meshing a simple algorithm has been developed. The advantage of this solution is that it can be easily implemented in an optimization algorithm in order to deduce the optimal configuration required for the maximal flow rate.
In this computational model, the flow rate is calculated from volume consideration. The pumping chamber is cut in several sections along the flow direction. For each section, the volume difference between two consecutive instants is evaluated to go through the inlet or the outlet. The height of the wall (z direction) between two sections defines where the volume is moved (Fig. 4) . In this study the section length is matching with the footprint size, but finest cutting could be taken if needed for other complex geometries.
Limitations of this model: no fluid properties and behaviour are taken into account. As consequence, no influence of frequency, pressure or viscosity can be studied.
B. Algorithm
Notations:
• The volume in a section k at the instant t( i) is named V;(k)
• The volume difference between two instants t( i) and t(i + 1) for a section k is named DV;(k).
• The volume leaving in inlet or outlet between two instants t(i) and t(i + 1) are named respectively V;n(i) and V01l t (i)
• At an instants t( i), for an inter-section s, the height of the wall at the center in y-direction is named Z i (s)
• Between two instants t(i) and t(i + 1), from a section k to a section m, for the 'W step of the while loop, parts of volumes which go in direction of the inlet or outlet are named respectively V;�k( w,Tn) and v;�k t ('W,m)( 
Then, for each inter-section j, a conflict occurs if the sum V;�I� t ('W, m + 1) + V;�k+l ('W, m) is not null. This sum is therefore redirected in the following step 'W + 1 towards inter section j -1 and j + 1 in function of their heights. With the notations described above, this principle is interpreted in recursive sequences in (eqA) and illustrated in Fig. 5 .
From recursive sequences, the final volume inlet is the sum of first terms of V;�i:('W, m) and the final volume outlet is the sum of the last terms of V;�k t ('W, Tn) (eq.5).
The sequence (eqA) is repeated until all volume differences between t( i) and t( i+ 1) are gone towards inlet or outlet (eq.6).
These sums of (eq.5) must converge to the sum of DVi(k).
With this simulated setup, less than 100 iterations per time step are needed to converge with an error inferior of 1 %.
The algorithm is summarized in the pseudo-code below.
C. 
6:
while condition eq.6 do 7:
10 +-10 + 1
8:
for all section k & inter-section j do 9:
recursive sequences eqA 10:
end for
II:
eval uation of volumes inlet and outlet eq.5 12: end while 13: end for IV. CFD NUMERICAL SIMULATION Numerical resolution uses a segregated approach with im plicit second order temporal discretization. The time step is chosen small enough to allow an accurate description of the wall movement: typically 100 time steps per period. A commercial finite volume code (starccm+) is used in this study.
We used a structured anisotropic mesh that is dynamically deformed in order to obtain the desired shape and movement of the top wall for the channel itself (around 150000 cells and about 20 cells along vertical direction). For inlet and outlet regions a polyhedral mesh was preferred (around 50000 cells each).
The following procedure is chosen to manage the mesh deformations: we first mesh a parallelepiped channel whose height is equal to the smallest height in the deformed configu ration (5% of the channel height). Then this mesh is dilated to accommodate the displacement of the surface corresponding to the chosen wave. Using this procedure allows to only stretch the initial mesh and obtain a fair control of cell size at all times.
For the tested configuration we consider a transient 3D flow with a simple K-epsilon turbulence model. No-slip conditions are applied on all material surface, inlet and outlet pressure are fixed at atmospheric pressure. The considered fluid is water with constant properties (taken at 293.15K).
The upper channel wall displacement is prescribed using the same square functions than for the analytic case. Only half of the geometry is modelled, the system is supposed symmetric relative to the vertical plane parallel to the main flow axis in the channel. Actuators geometry is identical to the one used in the previous section.
A small (Fig. 6 ) length of tube is added to the system in or der to place inlet and outlet boundaries conditions sufficiently 
V. RESULTS AND COMPARISON
A. General parameters
Since computational model is independent of the frequency, results obtained over one period of time are linear with the frequency.
The width of footprints have been studied with the compu tational model. But no significant impacts are observed on the flow rate in the framework of this study.
To summarize, results below are obtained with the following simulated setup:
• the geometry represented in Fig. 3 • a frequency of 15Hz
• a square-like signal form identical for all three actuators It is also presented I:k DYi (k) and the sum of Yin (i) and V a ut (i) to verify the I % of error.
The same behaviour is observed for both methods. Results from the computation method are naturally smoother than those with CFD simulation. The cause of peaks in Fig. 7b is the too few numbers of time steps.
C. Study of phase shifts
The Fig. 8 shows maps of the resulting flow rateI:i V a ut (i) calculated by varying the phase shifts between actuators (<1:>1 2 and <1:>1 3 ). The same behaviour is observed with the two Because the geometry is symmetric, both maps have a central symmetry by taking the point (180°; 180°; 0f,lm 3 / s) .
D. Discussion
These maps of flow rate (Fig. 8) validate the computational approach. Even if the instant volumes can be quite different (Fig. 7) , the same behaviour is observed and the resulting flow rate are closed. The important point is that this error does not affect the global behaviour and the best configuration is found.
Additionally the use of this analytical approach is reinforced by its relative fast execution. Around 3h are necessary to evaluate all results (324 cases) show in Fig. 8a with an average personal computer and the MatLab software. And for 3D CFD simulations (378 cases) showed in Fig. 8b , around 30h are needed with the computational power of around 25 processors in parallel.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a specific pumping principle with the aim of using it in embedded system to cool a CP U. For this purpose a pseudo-travelling wave is produced by a set of actuators. In these conditions, the most constraining parameter is the flow rate. To evaluate this flow rate an computational model is developed. It allows to study the deformation param eters like signal form, amplitude displacement, phase shifts and also the geometry parameters( channel size, position of actuators ... ). This article is focused on the particular case of three actuators. The phase shift influence is explored as a flow rate control parameter. To validate the results from the computational method, a 3D CFD numerical simulation have been performed. The good accuracy of the model, its ease of use and its high speed computation make it a good solution to be implemented into an optimization algorithm preliminary analysis.
